A tumor environment responsive doxorubicin-loaded nanoparticle for targeted cancer therapy.
Doxorubicin (DOX) is a potent cancer chemotherapeutic agent, but its clinical use is severely limited by potentially lethal cardiotoxicity. Delivery of DOX by particulate carriers can be an effective way to reduce its distribution in cardiac tissue. In the present study, we developed a self-assembled, tumor-microenvironment-responsive delivery system for DOX. The core of the carrier was built upon the DOX/DNA intercalation, which was further combined with cationic gelatin (C-gel) to form the complex GDD. GDD was then packaged into a complex, namely, HDD, based on the electrostatic interactions between the positively charged C-gel and negatively charged human serum albumin (HSA). The HSA molecules on the surface of the complex HDD effectively helped the particle evade the filtration of the body when injected into the circulation and passively accumulate into the tumor sites. After entering the tumor tissue, where albumin is rapidly consumed, GDD was release from HDD and the C-gel was then digested by the tumor-specific matrix metalloproteinase (MMPs) to free the DOX/DNA intercalation. Deoxyribonucleases (DNases) in the tissue could completely destroy the DNA molecules to release DOX into the microenvironments. After a series of in vitro optimization tests, we evaluated the anticancer capacity and cardiac toxicity of HDD in two animal models with cancer. The results suggested that HDD had a higher anticancer efficacy and a significantly lower cardiotoxicity than free DOX. Additionally, the main components of the carrier are all clinically approved materials. Taken together, our present delivery system is safe and efficient and has high potential for further clinical trials.